Abstract. The Spitzer Space Telescope has three science instruments (IRAC, MIPS, and IRS) that can take images at 3. 6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, 24, 70, and 160 µm, spectra over 5-38 µm, and spectral energy distribution over 52-100 µm. The Spitzer archive contains targeted imaging observations for more than 100 PNe. Spitzer legacy surveys, particularly the GLIMPSE survey of the Galactic plane, contain additional serendipitous imaging observations of PNe. Spitzer imaging and spectroscopic observations of PNe allow us to investigate atomic/molecular line emission and dust continuum from the nebulae as well as circumstellar dust disks around the central stars. Highlights of Spitzer observations of PNe are reviewed in this paper.
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IRAC Observations of PNe
The four IRAC bands contain different combinations of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) features, HI recombination lines, H 2 rotational transitions, and forbidden lines of atoms/ions, as marked in Table 1 and seen in the ISO spectra of NGC 7027 (Bernard-Salas et al. 2001) and Hb 12 . To interpret IRAC images, spectra or images at other wavelengths are needed. Nevertheless, IRAC images often reveal morphological features that bear implications on PN formation mechanisms but are less well seen in other wavelengths. These features include: (1) Molecular knotsthe Helix Nebula is the best example and the molecular nature of its knots has been confirmed spectroscopically by Hora et al. (2006) ; IRAC 8 µm images of A21 and JnEr 1 in Figure 1 also show molecular knots. (2) Large halos -IRAC 8 µm images frequently show prominent, extended halos similar to those seen in optical emission lines (Corradi et al. 2003) ; six new halos are shown in Figure 2 . (3) Concentric rings -IRAC images of PNe also reveal concentric rings similar to those seen in optical emission lines (Corradi et al. 2004) ; two examples are shown in Figure 3 . (4) Circular rings in halos -IRAC 8 µm images of NGC 6072 and NGC 6720 in Figure 3 show an almost perfectly circular ring in the halo that is not obvious in optical images. (5) PAH emission peaks of ionization bounded nebulae -PAH emission can peak in the photodissociation regions (PDRs) around the photoionized PN, for example, NGC 2610 in Figure 4 . Since the initial report of IRAC observations of PNe , not many analyses of spatially-resolved IRAC images of PNe have been published. A detailed analysis of IRAC images of the Helix Nebula complemented by spectroscopic observations was carried out by Hora et al. (2006) . Phillips & Ramos-Larios (2008a) . The triangles mark known PNe in the LMC, and asterisks Galactic PNe. The ellipse at the lower left encloses locations of stars, and the upper ellipse encloses the general locations of young stellar objects (YSOs) and background galaxies. Right: Color-size plots of PNe from GLIMPSE I (Cohen et al. 2011). their analysis to seven bipolar PNe, assessing the roles of PAH emission from PDRs and shock excited H 2 emission, and discussing the color variations from the cores to the lobes. Cerrigone et al. (2008) analyzed IRAC images, in conjunction with 4.8 and 8.6 GHz radio continuum observations, of the bipolar PN IC 4406, and concluded that there exist at least three dust components at temperatures ranging from 57 to 700 K.
The , 233 PNe in the LMC , 58 PNe from the MASH sample (Cohen et al. 2007) , 136 PNe in the GLIMPSE I survey (Cohen et al. 2011) , and 367 PNe from the Galaxy and the LMC (Phillips & Ramos-Larios 2009) . As shown in the left panel of Figure 5 and concluded by Hora et al. (2008) and , PNe are well separated from stars in color-color and color-magnitude diagrams, but overlap significantly with young stellar objects and background galaxies. To unambiguously identify PNe, morphological information of the nebulae and their environments and/or spectra are still needed. An interesting color evolution, shown in the right panels of Figure 5 , has been noted by Cohen et al. (2011) ; the IRAC 5.8 µm band flux increases with PN size and it is attributed to an increasing contribution from the 6.2 µm PAH band emission as PNe age.
Spitzer Observations of PNe 
MIPS Observations of PNe
The three MIPS bands, 24, 70, and 160 µm, are ideal for investigation of dust continuum emission; however, their point-spread functions, FWHM 6 ′′ , 18 ′′ , and 40 ′′ , respectively, severely limit the number of PNe that are adequately resolved in the 70 and 160 µm bands for detailed analysis. Spatially resolved analyses of PNe utilizing all MIPS bands have been reported for only two bipolar nebulae, NGC 2346 and NGC 650. For NGC 2346, Su et al. (2004) show that the 24 µm image exhibits a bipolar morphology resembling that seen in the optical [N II] image, the 70 µm emission is concentrated in a torus where the bipolar lobes join, and the 160 µm emission is much more extended and showing spherical symmetry. They suggest that the mass loss changed from spherical symmetric to non-spherical due to the binary central star of NGC 2346. For NGC 650, Ueta (2006) 
IRS Observations of PNe
A picture is worth a thousand words, while a spectrum is worth a thousand pictures. The most exciting Spitzer results of PNe are derived from IRS observations, which have many advantages over spectroscopic observations in optical wavelengths for studies of abundances of ionized gas, exciting/fundamental molecules, and dust properties.
IRS studies of abundances of ionized gas in PNe have the following advantages: (1) extinction has little effects at mid-IR wavelengths; (2) mid-IR transitions are close to the ground level and thus insensitive to the temperature; (3) most ionization stages of Ne, S, and Ar are covered and thus there is no need to resort to ionization correction factors; and (4) nebular abundances are further compared to models of stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis to determine the mass of progenitor stars: IC 2448, M 1-42, NGC 2392, NGC 2792, NGC 3242, NGC 6210, NGC 6369 (Guiles et al. 2007; Pottasch et al. , 2009a Pottasch et al. , 2009b . Abundances of the halo PN DdDm-1 have been analyzed by Henry et al. (2008) and the most O-deficient PN TS01 by Stasińska et al. (2010) . See Kwitter (this volume) for a review of PN abundances. Bernard- Salas et al. (2004) analyzed the abundances of the LMC PN SMP 83. Bernard- analyzed Ne and S abundances for 25 PNe in the LMC and SMC, finding LMC and SMC Ne abundances to be ∼1/3 and 1/6 of the Galactic values, respectively; furthermore, the Ne/S ratio is higher in the MC PNe, ∼23.5, than in the Galactic PNe, ∼16. Shaw et al. (2010) analyzed elemental abundances of He, N, O, Ne, S, and Ar for 14 PNe in the SMC, and found that ionization correction factors work well even in low-metalicity conditions, except for PNe with very high ionization.
The most exciting discovery in PNe made by IRS observations is the detection of fullerenes. C 60 and C 70 were produced in laboratory more than 25 years ago (Kroto et al. 1985) , and they might be responsible for the diffuse interstellar bands and provide catalyst for prebiotic chemistry. However, they have not been unambiguously detected until IRS observations of PNe were made (Figure 7) . Cami et al. (2010) reported the first detection of C 60 and C 70 in the PN TC 1, and suggested that fullerenes can be produced only in H-deficient environments. However, this suggestion has been challenged by García-Hernández et al. (2010) , who detected fullerene in H-containing PNe in the Galaxy and in the SMC. The simultaneous presence of PAHs and fullerenes is suggestive that they may both be formed by photochemical processing of hydrogenated amorphous carbons. IRS spectra of 11 PNe in the Galactic bulge have been studied by -these spectra are dominated by O-rich dust features (crystalline silicates) that are rare in disk PNe; furthermore, roughly 1/2 of these bulge PNe also show Crich dust features (PAHs), i.e., dual chemistry. They suggest that the dual chemistry is caused by binary evolution, with the PAHs located in the current outflow and the crystalline silicates in an old disk created by binary interaction. This mixed chemistry phenomenon in Galactic bulge PNe was re-examined by Perea-Calderón et al. (2009) , who analyzed 40 Galactic PNe of which 26 belong to the bulge. These authors propose a different explanation for the dual chemistry -the final thermal pulse of the AGB produced enhanced mass loss, removing the remaining H-rich envelope, exposing the C-rich layer, and generating shocks to produce the crystalline silicates. Stanghellini et al. (2007; this volume) made IRS observations of a large number of PNe in the LMC and the SMC. These observations will be complemented by images and long-slit spectra obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope as well as ground-based telescopes. As the distances to these PNe are well known, it is possible to analyze dust properties of these PNe and compare them with the evolutionary status of their central stars for the most comprehensive picture.
Spitzer Observations of CSPNs
Spitzer MIPS observations of the Helix Nebula show a bright unresolved source coincident with the central star in both the 24 and 70 µm bands. Followup IRS observations confirm the dust continuum nature of this excess mid-IR emission. The color temperature of the IR emitter is 90-130 K, too cold to be a star. The IR luminosity requires an emitting area of 4-40 AU 2 , which can be provided only by a dust disk. For a stellar temperature of ∼110,000 K, the dust disk must be 35-150 AU from the central star. As such a distance corresponds to the Kuiper Belt in the Solar System, Su et al. (2007) suggest that the dusk disk is produced by collisions among Kuiper Belt-like objects.
To search for dust disks similar to that of the Helix central star, Chu et al. (2011) made Y.-H. Chu a MIPS 24 µm survey of 71 hot white dwarfs, about 1/2 of which are still in PNe. They find 24 µm excesses in 9 objects, among which 7 are in PNe. 
